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Abstract  
 "Dancing Mirror" is the interactive installation that extracts a part of participants' motions and uses them as materials for 
restructured visual "Dance" motions corresponding to musical sequences. It also means that this installation is to magnify 
a part of everyday life motions and to make participants conscious of how much their motions include possibilities and 
elements extendable to artistic expressions such as dance. It uses the web camera for recording all the participants’ 
movements and, as a feedback, the projector that plays back the recorded movie data just before. Altering the playback 
speed and direction turns the recorded movie into dancing sequences. Both processes of recording and playing back are 
running in parallel continuously. The simple way of interaction materializes that participants easily experience it and 
create their own expression of moitons. Because of the simple structure of using web camera, laptop computer and audio 
speakers, "Dancing Mirror" has the adequate robustness for long-period exhibitions. 
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1 Introduction 
 Interface technologies of interactive arts for capturing 
participants’ motions have been developed. Especially Kinect 
sensor[1] or Leap Motion[2] accelerate this stream. However, 
they assume single or up to 6 users setting accurate virtual 
bones and joints. “Dancing Mirror” deals with multi users as 
many numbers as they stand in front of it, not using the latest 
sensor technologies but a web camera. This style using a 
camera has been done in many media art pieces like Camille 
Utterback’s works[3]. In “Dancing Mirror”, quicker 
interactions are executed and synchronized dancing motions of 
all the participants are materialized as visual feedbacks. The 
simple interaction of this installation makes participants 
intuitively understand the structure and results. 
 
2 Instruments Setup  
 The white colored wooden wall (width 3,400mm, height 
2,700mm) is built. A hole of 18mm diameter for the web 
camera is made on it at the point of horizontally middle, 
116mm height from the ground level. The web camera 
(Logitech, C270) is set behind the hole for capturing 
participants moving in front of the wall. The wall is also used 
as a screen for the visual projection which plays back the 
recorded participants' motions as a horizontally reversed 
picture just like a mirror. The projector placed above 
participants, hanged down from the ceiling or set on the 
ground between participants and screen wall if it has the short 
focus lens. 2 speakers are situated at both sides of the screen 
for audio outputs of music with beats. The laptop computer 
(Apple, Macbook Pro) is set behind the screen wall and 
executing the process. (Figure.1) 
 
 
Figure. 1: “Dancing Mirror” setup 
3 Process of Interaction 
1. Participants move spontaneously in front of the screen 
wall.  
2. The web camera records participants’ motions for the 
duration of 2 bars of the music. For example, if tempo of 
the music is 120 bpm (beat per a minute) in 4/4 time, the 
duration of 2 bars is 4 seconds. Recorded data is stored in 
one of graphic buffers named Track1.  
3. In the next period of 2 bars, Track1 finishes recording 
and starts to play back the movie recorded immediately 
before. Another graphics buffer named Track2 begins to 
record new motions in a movie. Both processes of Track1 
and 2 are proceeding in parallel. (Figure.2) 
4. The playback direction and speed are altered according to 
pre-programmed “Motion Sequence” data that is 
described as MIDI Control After-Touch data. It controls 
movie’s playback in fast-rewind or fast-forward, halt, 
starting again and etc. This Motion Sequence corresponds 
to contents of the music, beats or melodies appeared in 
every 2 bar periods. Propellerhead Reason is used for 
both music production and making Motion Sequence data. 
128 steps of MIDI data are converted to 80 steps of 
graphic buffers. (Figure.3) 
 
 
Figure. 3: After-touch data for Motion Sequence 
 
5. Every recorded participants’ motions are forced to turn 
into of dancing movements as visual feedbacks. These 
simultaneous recording and playing back processes on 
both tracks are continued repeatedly. 
 
4 Programs on System 
 "Dancing Mirror" is implemented by using Pure Data 
(Pd-extended 0.43.4), an open source graphical programming 
environment that is originally used for digital signal 
processing (DSP) of audio, and GEM (Graphical Environment 
for Multimedia) that is libraries for visual data processing on 
Pure Data. It is possible to treat control parameters of both 
audio data and graphic data seamlessly between Pure Data and 
GEM. 
 In this "Dancing Mirror" the graphic processing of GEM are 
these. 
 
• It captures the visual input flowing from the external 
web camera. 
• It records continuous visual data input to graphic 
buffers in each period of 2 bars duration by using 
[pix_buffer] object. T he resolution of recording is 
20fps then 80 slots of graphic buffers are used for a 
period in 120 bpm. 
• It plays back visual data stored in graphic buffer back 
and forth, changing speed or pause based on the motion 
sequence described in a standard MIDI file. 
 
 The DSP and controlling data processing are these. 
 
• It plays back music. 
• It also read out standard MIDI file of “Motion 
Sequence” described along the music. It controls visual 
data playback. 
 
 There are 2 graphic buffers (tracks) are running, the one is 
always for recording and the rest is for playing back visual 
data. They switch their roles in the end of periods from 
playing back to recording or the other way round. The reason 
why for using the graphic buffers instead of saving Quicktime 
movie file is the speed of processing to make the continuous 
recording or playing back visual data. Transitions of switching 
must have no time gap. However, in case of recording to 
Quicktime movie, the time gap is generated when the data is 
saved as a movie file on the hard disk.  
 
5 Exhibitions and Award 
 "Dancing Mirror" has exhibited over 30 times regularly at 
museums and art galleries in Japan and China as a part of 
"Magical Museum" exhibition series since 2013. It was also 
exhibited in WRO Media Art Biennale 2015 and Audio Art 
2015 in Poland. (Figure.4) "Dancing Mirror" was awarded to 
Asia Digital Art Award 2014. 
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Figure. 4: WRO Media Art Biennale 2015 
Figure.2: Switching roles of graphic buffers 
